We present combined evolution of morphological and stellar properties of galaxies on the two sides of z=2 (2.0<z<4.0 and 1.5<z<2.0) in CDFS, with ground-based spectroscopic redshifts. We perform bulge-disc decomposition on their images in J and H filters, from the 3DHST Legacy Survey obtained using HST/WFC3. Combining morphological information with stellar properties, we provide a detailed account of the formation/growth of discs and spheroids around z∼2. The fraction of 2-component (bulge+disc) systems increases from ∼46% for z>2 to ∼70% for z<2, compensating for the fall in population of pure discs and pure spheroids. All quiescent outliers of our full sample on the main-sequence, are 2-component systems, belonging to the lower redshift range (z<2). The doubling of stellar mass of 2-component systems and decrease in their SFR by the same factor, suggests that mechanisms involved in morphological transformations are also responsible for the quenching of their star formation activity. Interestingly, while there is substantial increase in the size (∼2.5 times) and mass (∼5 times) of pure discs, from z>2 to z<2, pure spheroids maintain roughly the same values. Additionally, while bulge hosting discs witness an expansion in scale length (∼1.3 times), their bulge sizes as well as bulge to total light ratio see no evolution, suggesting that z∼2 is pre-dominantly a disc formation period.
INTRODUCTION
Deciphering the formation of the Hubble sequence of galaxies is at the heart of Astrophysics. While there are plausible theories and simulations explaining the formation of discs and ellipticals/spheroids, observational evidence to support (or discard) the theories is at present inadequate. Until recently, major mergers were proposed and widely accepted to be the primary mechanism for their formation, where mass of the merging primordials and fraction of the gas involved determines the likelihood of the presence of the two components in the merging outcome (Barnes & Hernquist 1996; Springel & Hernquist 2005; Bournaud, Jog & Combes 2005; Hopkins et al. 2009 ). Lately, however, there is growing evidence that major and minor merger rates (Conselice 2006; Bluck et al. 2012) , even during the crucial formative years (z>1.5), are not sufficient to explain the stellar mass assembly. Therefore, other mechanisms, mainly gas accretion, should have played a larger role (Bauer et al. 2011 ; Conselice et al. 2013; Santini et al. 2014 ; Scoville et al. 2016) . It is thus presently unresolved whether discs predominantly formed during mergers or were later accreted around preexisting spheroids.
Such ambiguities regarding the dominant formation mechanisms can be resolved through simultaneous tracking of morphological and stellar parameters of galaxies during their formative years. Determination of both these properties at those redshifts has witnessed major advancement, since 2009, with the commissioning of Wide Field Camera-3 (WFC3) on the Hubble Space Telescope. Deep field extragalactic surveys, mainly CANDELS (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011 ) and 3DHST (Brammer et al. 2012; Skelton et al. 2014; Momcheva et al. 2016) , utilizing the camera's capabilities, have produced multi-wavelength imaging and spectroscopic data for thousands of high redshift (z>1.5) galaxies at unprecedented resolution.
Following the observations, there have been quite a few attempts at discerning morphologies (and corresponding stellar parameters) of high redshift galaxies. While a couple of these were based on visual classification Huertas-Company et al. 2015 , broad structural decompositions, i.e., disc + bulge/spheroid, have also been performed (Bruce et al. 2012 (Bruce et al. , 2014 Lang et al. 2014 ). In these decompositions, morphology of the bulge (or spheroid) was assumed to be de-Vaucoulers (defined by Sérsic-index equal to 4) and held fixed. An unbiased picture of structure formation requires that morphologies are measured without assumptions or generalizations and all parameters are allowed to be fitted. However, large number of free parameters coupled with low signal to noise ratio (SNR) and limited spatial resolution make unbiased structural measurements difficult. Margalef-Bentabol et al. (2016 attempted such a decomposition (i.e., disc and free-bulge) for ∼1500 massive high redshift (1<z<3) galaxies using Galfit (Peng et al. 2002) . To obtain the best fit, they probed the outcome for 27 different combinations of initial parameters. Even after such a thorough process and well defined constraints, they discovered that for a significant fraction (∼60%) of the sample, the outcomes were unrealistic, i.e., non-physical. Also, the results were riddled with the concern that the fit might have converged to a local minimum, not a global one.
This lack of robustness in estimating high redshift morphologies has led to contradictory findings regarding their presence and growth (or destruction) at various redshift epochs. For example, some state that the disc population was negligible at z>2, yet others report that the disc population has highest relative number density at all epochs from z=3 to z=1, yet others find that over the same period, galaxies move from being disc dominated to increasingly bulge dominated (e.g., Mortlock et al. 2013; Bruce et al. 2014; Margalef-Bentabol et al. 2016) .
We propose that in such a scenario, computation and fitting of galaxies' mean isophotal radial intensity profile will enable us to obtain more accurate parameters (Jedrzejewski 1987) . The benefits of fitting the 2D image rather than the 1D averaged profile are indubitable, mainly because 2D image fitting algorithms are better equipped to account for inherent shape and presence of non-axis-symmetric features in the galaxy (Byun & Freeman 1995; de Jong 1996) . However, if the main aim is restricted to obtaining the underlying bulge and disc parameters, 1D fitting offers significant advantage in terms of increase in SNR obtained by smoothing over irregularities and noise (Kent 1986) . Even with 1D fitting, the problem of large number of fitting parameters and degenerate outputs persists. Based on "marking the disc" method (Freeman 1977; Kormendy 1977) , we have developed an algorithm that breaks-up the fitting process into multiple steps, reducing the number of free parameters, leading to realistic and robust decomposition results (Sachdeva & Saha 2016; Sachdeva, Saha & Singh 2017) . In modification to past implementations (e.g., Lauberts & Valentijn 1989) , we deal with each profile in an non-automated manner. The disc is fitted interactively avoiding irregularities which can lead to unrealistic parameters (Giovanelli et al. 1994) . After fixing disc parameters, full function (i.e., free-bulge + disc) is fitted to the full profile to ensure that free-bulge accounts for only that light at the centre which is in addition to the underlying disc. In Sachdeva & Saha (2018) we have demonstrated through simulations that our procedure is adept at computing the actual global minimum solution for the galaxy's decomposition.
In this paper, we have applied this morphology decomposition procedure to all high redshift (z>1.5) galaxies in Chandra Deep Field South (CDFS) with ground based spec- Figure 1 . Sample selection: Distribution of our sample, i.e., galaxies with ground based spectroscopic redshifts, on the mainsequence, is shown with respect to the distribution of the full sample, i.e., all galaxies in CDFS with stellar mass and SFR measurements and z>1.5, from CANDELS and 3DHST Treasury Program (Grogin et al. 2011; Skelton et al. 2014 ).
troscopic redshifts (Wuyts et al. 2008 ). In Fig. 1 distribution of this selection on the main sequence with respect to the full sample (i.e., all galaxies in CDFS with stellar mass and star formation rate measurements with z>1.5) from CANDELS and 3DHST Treasury Program (Grogin et al. 2011; Skelton et al. 2014) , is presented. This selection, for M >10 9.2 , appears to be an unbiased representation of the entire sample. Ground based spectroscopic redshifts ensure that dense and wide SEDs of these galaxies, obtained with the homogeneous combination and interpretation of 127 distinct data sets by 3DHST Legacy Survey (Momcheva et al. 2016) , will result in the most accurate stellar parameters (Whitaker et al. 2014) .
There is growing observational evidence that galaxies witnessed intense activity around z∼2, not only in terms of their internal processes (i.e., structural transformations and star formation efficiency), but also in terms of their external interactions (i.e., accretion rate and merger frequencies). Since the cosmic star formation rate density peaks at around this epoch (z∼2) and declines exponentially thereafter (e-folding time-scale 3.9 Gyrs), galaxies have gained more than half of their present stellar mass before z∼1.5 (Karim et al. 2011; Madau & Dickinson 2014) . Galaxies at z∼2 have 5 times higher star formation efficiency (than local ones) leading to shorter gas depletion time-scales, thus, gas accretion rates should have been significantly higher during this epoch to save galaxies from becoming red and dead (Santini et al. 2014; Scoville et al. 2016; Putman 2017) . In addition to that, although merger rates reported in literature differ significantly, there is consensus that merger frequency peaks at around cosmic noon, i.e., from z∼1.5 to z∼2.5, for low mass galaxies (M * <10 10 M ) and increases up to z∼3 for high mass galaxies (Jogee et al. 2009; Bluck et al. 2012; Conselice 2014 ). Structurally also, galaxies have been observed to depict significant transformation as we move from z∼3 to z∼1.5, where z∼2 is marked as an epoch of transition (Bruce et al. 2012; Mortlock et al. 2013; Huertas-Company et al. 2015) .
To examine which internal/external physical processes, whether same or distinct, are responsible for transforming the morphology and regulating stellar activity, it is essential to study the two properties of the same sample in the most accurate manner. We will investigate the change in morphological parameters and stellar properties of galaxies in our sample (i.e., all galaxies in CDFS with ground based spectroscopic redshifts) on the two sides of z=2 (i.e., 1.5<z<2.0 and 2.0<z<4.0) in rest-frame B-band. The first phase (1.5-2.0) covering the age of the Universe from 3.3 to 4.3 Gyrs, will help us analyse the after-effects of intense "in-situ" and "ex-situ" processes witnessed by the galaxies at z∼2. The second phase (2.0-4.0) covering a longer period from 1.6 to 3.3 Gyrs, will enable us to create a solid comparison data set of properties of galaxies before z∼2. In terms of morphology, we compute both parametric (e.g., luminosity, size, Sérsic-index, etc.) and non-parametric (Petrosian-radius, Concentration and Asymmetry index) measures for the full galaxy through 2D image fitting. In addition to that, we apply our decomposition procedure on 1D profiles to compute bulge and disc defining parameters. Selection of the sample and computation of morphological and stellar parameters is detailed in Section 2. Results are presented in Section 3 and major findings are discussed in Section 4. We consider a flat Λ-dominated Universe with ΩΛ = 0.714, Ωm = 0.286 and Ho = 69.6 km sec −1 Mpc −1 . All magnitudes are in the AB system.
DATA

Sample selection
Our sample consists of 180 galaxies in the GOODS-CDFS field which have ground-based measurements of spectroscopic redshifts, and have zspec>1.5. The redshifts are from the FIREWORKS catalogue, which is a compilation of all ground based spectroscopic redshift measurements in CDFS (Wuyts et al. 2008) . To examine their properties in rest frame B-band, we obtain HST/WFC3 J(F125W) and H(F160W) filter images for these galaxies from CANDELS and 3DHST Treasury Program 1 (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011; Skelton et al. 2014 ). The images have been pre-processed for dark-sky subtraction, flat-fielding, cosmicray removal, etc.
Using RA, Dec information from 3DHST photometric catalogue (Skelton et al. 2014) , which itself has been matched with the FIREWORKS catalogue, we extract a 10 arcseconds cutout for each galaxy in F125W (for 1.5<z<2.0) and F160W (for z>2.0) filters. All galaxies are well within 2 arcseconds radius, thus, 10 arcseconds cutout leaves more than ∼60% of the space for sky estimation. Running Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) on each cutout, we first select a very low threshold and broad filter to mask all sources along with their extended/diffused light (as detailed in Akhlaghi & Ichikawa 2015) . Using the remaining pixels, we compute the sky value for each cutout. After that, we run Source Extractor with normal threshold and filter size but with a low de-blending value to create masks for neighbouring sources. Analysing each segmentation map individually, we carefully de-mask our source of interest. These mask images are used in 2D image fitting (using Galfit) and in isophotal intensity profile generation.
Note that for accurate computation of non-parametric measures (Petrosian-radius, Concentration, Asymmetry index) it is essential that masked out pixels are replaced with correct sky values and sigma. This is because the number of pixels involved in each radial step should not vary for different sources (Conselice 2003) . Best way to achieve that is to use imedit task of IRAF in an interactive manner. This task creates an annular disc around a selected object (where the size and distance of the disc is determined by the user) and replaces the pixels of that object with an average of pixel values on the annular disc. We have carried out this procedure on each cutout before the computation of non-parametric measures.
Single Sérsic fitting
After obtaining the cutouts and cleaning the images of neighbouring light, we fit each galaxy image in our sample with a single Sérsic component using Galfit (Peng et al. 2002) to obtain their total luminosity, size and morphology. The intensity distribution is given by,
where, re is the effective radius of the galaxy, Ie is the intensity at that radius and n is the Sérsic index. The initial input values are estimated from phot and imexam tasks of IRAF, utilizing their functionality of computing the number of counts and pixels inside selected radii. Note that while Galfit might not be very efficient to fit two components at higher redshifts, it gives robust results in one-component fitting due to lesser number of free parameters (Sachdeva 2013) . Additionally, we fit each image individually, continually examining the residual image for the percentage of residual flux along with the reduced χ 2 value, to converge to best results. This provides global (i.e., for the full galaxy) parametric values of magnitude (or luminosity), size and Sérsic index.
Using redshift information, cosmological distance computations and corresponding K-corrections, we compute absolute, i.e., intrinsic parameters for the galaxy in rest-frame B-band. The equations involved are the same as those given in Graham & Driver (2005) ; Sachdeva (2013); Sachdeva et al. (2015) . We thus obtain absolute magnitude Mg, half-lightradius Re,g, surface brightness at effective radius SBe,g and average surface brightness inside effective radius <SBe,g>, in addition to the Sérsic index ng, in rest-frame B-band. Note that subscript "g" denotes that these parameters are global, i.e., for the full galaxy.
Profile decomposition
We next perform decomposition of each galaxy's intensity profile to obtain separate bulge and disc defining parameters. The intensity profile is obtained using the ellipse task of IRAF. It iteratively finds the best fitting isophote at successively increasing semi-major-axis distance, varying parameters such as intensity, position-angle, ellipticity and the central coordinates (Jedrzejewski 1987) .
Each intensity profile has been deconvolved with the PSF profile. We found that deconvolution affects only the inner values (up to 3 pixels, <0.1 arcseconds) of the profile. The difference in the convolved and deconvolved values is found to be susceptible to the ellipticity and position angle of the galaxy (Trujillo et al. 2001; Ciambur 2016) , leading to significant difficulties in accounting for it in a robust manner. Fitting each profile individually we find that inclusion (or exclusion) of the inner 0.1 arcsecond values does not affect the computation of our bulge parameters.
Each log-intensity radial profile is fitted following the steps described. First, through visual inspection we recognize that part (or range) of the profile which represents only the underlying disc, i.e., shows exponential behaviour and is thus not contaminated by the light of other components or features. Fitting the disc function I disc ,
over that range (using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm), we obtain precise (i.e., non-degenerate) values of the central intensity Io and scale length r d of the disc component of the galaxy. Keeping these parameters fixed, we fit the full profile with the full intensity function I f ull ,
where the equation for ISersic is as given in the previous section. Since I disc parameters are already in place, in an attempt to fit I f ull to the full profile, the algorithm (Levenberg-Marquardt) automatically uses ISersic to fit only that intensity at the centre which is additional to the underlying disc, i.e., the bulge. We thus obtain all bulge parameters, i.e., the Sérsic index (n b ), effective radius (r eb ) and intensity at that radius (I eb ), in addition to the disc parameters obtained earlier. Again employing redshift information, cosmological distances and K-corrections, we derive intrinsic (or absolute) parameters defining the bulge and disc components in rest-frame B-band. Disc galaxies with higher inclination, i.e., more edgeon than face-on, might appear brighter if they are optically thin because emission from all stars adds up in a smaller projection area. This effect is notable when galaxies are observed in near and far IR rest-frame wavelengths because higher wavelength light passes largely undisturbed through dust clouds (Graham 2001) . The distribution of our restframe optical sample on the central disc intensity (Io) and disc scale length (r d ) plane did not depict any correlation with the ellipticity of the disc, suggesting that galaxies in our sample are optically thick. We have, therefore, not applied any inclination correction on the central disc intensities in our sample.
Division of the fitting process into multiple steps reduces the number of free parameters, thereby, increasing the accuracy. In our earlier work (Sachdeva & Saha 2018) , we demonstrated the exactness of this process through simulations. We created model galaxies with a range of bulgetotal ratios, magnitudes, sizes, ellipticities and Sérsic indices, using Galfit. Then we performed our full fitting procedure on these model galaxies, first obtaining their intensity profile from ellipse task of IRAF and then fitting functions on that profile. We found that when both components, i.e., bulge and the disc, are present in good measure (i.e., 0.05<B/T<0.95), our process recovers the parameters with two decimal accuracy. For large axis-ratios, it falls to one decimal accuracy, still well within the error range associated with these parameters.
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we present examples of some of the galaxy images (mosaics focussed on the inner 1" radius view) and their corresponding surface brightness profiles, fitted through our procedure. Note that only those isophotal values are fitted (and are shown) for which stop-code is zero, i.e., proper (physical) solution is found without exceeding the maximum number of iterations. The error bars on each isophote are as computed by the ellipse task accounting for background uncertainties and standard deviation of fitted parameters (i.e., intensity, ellipticity, position angle and centroids) at that isophote.
We find that for most of the galaxies (∼55%), the profiles are well fitted with 2 functions, i.e., a free Sérsic and an exponential (Fig. 2) . However, for a substantial number of galaxies (∼45%), a single component, i.e., either an exponential disc (∼27%) or a free Sérsic function (∼18%) fitting, provides a better representation to the light profile (Fig. 3) . Each profile has been fitted individually with multiple checks made to select the combination of functions which represent the profile in the most accurate manner.
Non-parametric measures
High redshift morphologies may differ significantly from their local stable counterparts (Bruce et al. 2012; Mortlock et al. 2013) . Since all parametric measures are based on an empirical understanding of the local morphologies, application of the same measures to higher redshifts might bias our computations. It is thus imperative to explore morphologies using non-parametric measures, in addition to their parametric analysis. Non-parametric values can then be compared with the corresponding parametric values (e.g., of size, concentration), to ascertain the accuracy and validity of both the measurements.
Based on the algorithm defined by Conselice (2003), we compute the Petrosian radius (Rp), Concentration (C) and Asymmetry index (A) for all galaxies in our sample. Steps involved in the computation of each of these parameters for a given galaxy are detailed out in Sachdeva et al. (2015) . The Petrosian radius provides an estimate of the full size of the galaxy, unbiased by its inherent brightness and our observational capabilities. Its computation, based on extrapolation, involves measuring the ratio of intensity at a given isophote and inside that isophote, for successively increasing radii. The process is halted when the algorithm reaches a desired, empirically determined ratio,
at some radius rp. The intensity at rp is 20% of the intensity Figure 2. Galaxies with 2-components: The images, 2.04" X 2.04" in size, are focussed on the inner 1 arcsecond radius view of the galaxies. Since each pixel is 0.06" in size, these are 34 X 34 pixel cutouts. These galaxies are examples of the sample which was well fitted by 2 components, i.e., bulge and host disc. Their corresponding surface brightness profiles fitted with the combination of two functions is also presented. The ID is according to the unique identifier from Skelton et al. (2014) . Their spectroscopic redshifts have also been marked. Figure 3. Galaxies with single component: The images, 2.04" X 2.04" in size, are focussed on the inner 1 arcsecond radius view of the galaxies. Since each pixel is 0.06" in size, these are 34 X 34 pixel cutouts. These galaxies are examples of the sample which was well fitted by a single component, i.e., either a free Sérsic function (upper panel) or an exponential function (lower panel). Their corresponding surface brightness profiles fitted with these functions is also presented. The ID is according to the unique identifier from Skelton et al. (2014) . Their spectroscopic redshifts have also been marked.
inside rp. This radius is then multiplied by an empirically set multiple,
to obtain an estimate for the total radius Rp. Computation of Concentration C follows from this value. Considering counts (or flux) inside this radius Rp to be the total flux, we find those two isophotal radii which contain 80% and 20% of the total flux. The logarithm of their ratio gives the concentration index,
where, 5 is again an empirically set multiple. The greater the fraction of light contained inside, the smaller will be r20percent compared to r80percent and larger will be the concentration value. Asymmetry index (A) is a measure of flux (absolute value) in the residual image (normalized w.r.t. the original image), where the residual image is obtained by subtracting the rotated (180 o ) image from the original image. An important requirement of this measurement is that the centre of rotation must coincide with galaxy's symmetry centre because even a small departure can result in an over-estimation of galaxy's asymmetry. To achieve that, centre for rotation is iteratively chosen (by our code) to be that pixel which results in minimum flux in the residual image.
Accuracy and sensitivity level of these parameters (Rp, C, A) towards changes in total size, concentration and asymmetry were explored through detailed simulations in Sachdeva et al. (2015) . This involved creating a set of similar galaxies with variation in only that property which is correlated with the parameter under examination. To check for Petrosian radius, half light radius was varied; for Concentration, Sérsic index was varied; and for Asymmetry, we gradually added and varied the amplitude of Fourier modes in model images. We found errors in the range of 4-5% for Petrosian-radius, 2-3% for Concentration and 5-10% for Asymmetry, ensuring that these parameters respond quite well to small internal changes.
Stellar parameters
For accurate estimation of stellar parameters, of a given galaxy, the most crucial input to Stellar Population Synthesis (SPS) models is its Spectral Energy Distribution (SED), along with redshift. To obtain a galaxy's full wide SED, along with all dense features, requires the combination of observations from different telescopes and filters, catering to various wavelength regions, in a homogeneous manner. The 3DHST project is such an attempt which boasts of homogeneous combination and interpretation of 127 distinct data sets, in 5 extragalactic fields (Skelton et al. 2014) . For galaxies in GOODS-CDFS, there are photometric fluxes from 26 broad bands and 14 medium bands, covering 0.3-8 µm, aiding creation of dense and wide SEDs.
For our sample, i.e., galaxies with ground based spectroscopic redshifts, there is no redshift measurement requirement. The SEDs and redshifts are directly given as an input to the FAST code (Kriek et al. 2009 ) to obtain stellar masses.
Here the SPS model library is from Bruzual and Charlot (2003) , Initial Mass Function (IMF) is from Chabrier (2003) and solar metallicity is assumed. Star Formation History (SFH) is assumed to be exponentially declining with minimum e-folding time of 10 Myrs and minimum age of 40 Myrs with 0<Av<4 mag. The dust attenuation law is from Calzetti et al. (2000) .
In addition to stellar masses, we also have Star Formation Rate (SFR) information for the galaxies in our sample. Computation of SFRs also benefits from the homogeneous combination of distinct data sets, leading to a wholistic picture of stellar emissions. Whitaker et al. (2014) utilized this to compute SFRs in the following manner,
where, LIR is the bolometric luminosity (8-1000 µm) of completely obscured population of young stars, LUV is the integrated luminosity (1216-3000Å) emitted by unobscured stars, and the multiplication factor 2.2 accounts for extra (<1216, >3000Å) unobscured light. We thus have stellar masses and SFR and thereby specific SFR (sSFR) for all the galaxies in our sample.
Overall sample
Out of our total sample of 180 galaxies with ground-based spectroscopic redshifts, single Sérsic fitting (using Galfit) and profile decomposition was successfully performed on 177 galaxies. For three galaxies, there was no convergence of results, either from image fitting or profile fitting. Other than that, we found two pairs of galaxies which gave exactly the same fitting results, probably due to overlap or because they were actually a single entity. We thus chose only one from each pair which was a more likely candidate, reducing our sample to 175 galaxies. For four sources, the bulge Sérsic index in profile fitting was below 0.3, leading to non-physical values of surface brightness. Overall, in terms of parametric morphological measures, we have single Sérsic (image fitting) values for 175 galaxies and bulge-disc decomposition (profile fitting) values for 171 galaxies. Non-parametric morphological measures (Concentration, Asymmetry and Petrosian radius) were obtained for all the galaxies in our sample. While stellar mass was available for all the galaxies, SFR was only available for ∼90% of the sample. In the next section, we present a comparison of morphological and stellar properties of galaxies in the two redshift ranges, i.e., 1.5<z<2.0 and 2.0<z<4.0.
RESULTS
Morphological transformation
Out of the full sample of 180 galaxies, the intensity profile was fitted successfully for 171 galaxies. Out of this sample of 171, for 31 galaxies there was no visually detected disc (or exponential) range. Their full light profile was best fitted with a single Sérsic function. We, thus, characterize them as "pure spheroids". Our claim of the "non-detection" of the disc does not imply the absence of the disc. It remarks that even if the disc is present, it is not prominent enough to be detected (i.e., has SBo>21.3 mag/arcsec 2 ) and contributes to less than ∼5% of the galaxy's total detected light.
Being at higher redshifts, thus, more diffused and less concentrated, pure spheroids' Sérsic indices are quite low at around ∼0.6. Note that the PSF is found to affect only the innermost values (upto 3 pixels) and the spheroid function, for each galaxy, is fitted on nearly ∼50-60 pixels. Thus, would not have resulted from the fitting of a non-resolved Gaussian at the centre. Pure spheroid population drops, from ∼22% (for z>2.0) to ∼10% (for z<2.0), with time.
Interestingly, 47 galaxies, out of 171, were well fitted by a single exponential function (or disc) only. This is remarkable because the survival of fragile discs at high redshifts, where mergers are ever more frequent, poses challenge to the accepted theory of galaxy formation (Kormendy et al. 2010; Peebles & Nusser 2010) . While the azimuthally averaged isophotal intensity profile is exponential, there could be features which got submerged due to this averaging. We call them "pure discs" for the ease of nomenclature and don't claim anything more. Like pure spheroids, pure discs are more numerous in the higher redshift bin (z>2.0) constituting ∼32% of the sample, than in the lower bin (z<2.0) where it falls to ∼20%.
The remaining 93 (i.e., 171−47−31) galaxies were well fit by two components (bulge + disc). Due to the falling fraction of pure spheroids and pure discs, the fraction of 2-component systems witnesses a substantial increase, starting from ∼46% (for z>2.0), it becomes ∼70% of the total galaxy population in the lower redshift bin (z<2.0).
In Fig. 4 , we present the morphology fractions in each stellar mass bin for the two redshift ranges. For z>2, all morphologies have comparable fractions and 2-component systems dominate only in the most massive range (i.e., > 10 10.5 M ). The domination of 2-component systems in the most massive range is not driven by the fact that more massive galaxies supporting larger sizes would have been more susceptible for decomposition. An examination of Petrosian radii (known to be an unbiased measure of total size) of galaxies reveals that for 1-component systems, i.e., pure discs and pure spheroids, the smallest radius at z>2 is 4.6 and 4.9 kpc respectively. From the sample of 53 galaxies decomposed into 2-components at z>2, 6 galaxies have radii smaller than 4.9 kpc and 3.7 kpc is the minimum value.
For z<2, 2-component systems dominate in each stellar mass bin, especially towards the lower mass range (i.e., < 10 10 M ). These patterns suggest that transformation of galaxies, from one component to 2-component systems, has been most significant at the lower end of the mass spectrum. We explore the effects of this transformation, i.e., the probable growth of substantial disc around pure spheroids and the probable growth of substantial bulge at the centre of pure discs, on the scaling relations and stellar properties of these morphologies.
Scaling relations for bulges and host-discs
In Fig. 5 we present the correlations of absolute magnitude, intrinsic size and intrinsic surface brightness of bulges and host-discs at the two redshift ranges probed in this work (z<2.0, z>2.0). We compare their distribution to that of bulges and host-discs in the local Universe. The local sample is derived from the extensive bulge-disc decomposition sample (82425 galaxies) of Simard et al. (2011) . On this local sample, we apply a total absolute magnitude cut (MB<-20, in r.f. B-band) to select the most luminous ∼10% (10971 galaxies) of the total. Since galaxies in the local are significantly fainter and dimmer than their high redshift counterparts, we are drawing a comparison only with the most luminous galaxies in the local. Even while comparing with the most luminous galaxies in the local, we find that both bulge and host-disc component have undergone significant decrease in luminosity (∼3-4 mag) and brightness (∼3-4 mag/arcsec 2 ), along with near doubling of their sizes, from the higher redshift ranges to the present epoch. If the entire local sample is included, it will further enhance the decrease observed in the luminosity and surface brightness of high redshift galaxies.
While high redshift distributions are markedly distinct from the local, in Fig. 5 transition signs are apparent in the distribution of the two high redshift range samples (z<2.0 and z>2.0) as well. These transition signs become more evident from Median and Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) values, presented in Fig. 6 , for the two redshift ranges. It shows that both bulge as well as the host-disc component get fainter (∼0.5 mag) and dimmer (∼1 mag/arcsec 2 ), as we move to z<2. Interestingly, while host-discs witness an increase in their scale length by a factor of ∼1.3, their bulges maintain roughly the same size, as we reach z∼1.5. Thus, while for host-discs, size expansion appears to be a crucial factor in causing the dimming, the dimming of bulges appears to be driven only by the fall in their star formation activity.
Quite similar trends are visible in the case of "surviving" (because their population diminishes) pure spheroids and pure discs as well. Surviving pure disc galaxies register an expansion (∼2.5 times) that is significantly more pronounced than that seen for surviving pure spheroids. This growth in disc size, of both pure discs and host-discs, in comparison to that of bulges and pure spheroids, is also the driving factor behind a ∼50% increase in the total size of the full galaxy population, as seen through Petrosian radius (see Fig. 7 ). In addition to this discriminating increase in sizes, evolution in stellar properties (explored in following sections) also suggest that z∼2 appears to be more of a disc formation period than that of spheroid formation. This is also evident from the lack of evolution in the distribution of bulge to total ratio (B/T) of the 2-component systems (Fig. 7) , over the two redshift ranges. While it can be seen that the Asymmetry index is lower for galaxies with higher B/T, it is also apparent that there is no change in the distribution of either Asymmetry or B/T, over the two redshift ranges.
Kormendy relation
Projecting our sample of pure spheroids onto the Kormendy plane, we examine evolution in the Kormendy relation from local and intermediate redshifts to higher redshift ranges (1.5<z<4.0 or z∼2). To obtain the local Kormendy relation, we select all bright (MB<-20) galaxies from Simard et al. (2011) which were well fit by a single Sérsic component with Sérsic index higher than an empirically chosen value (we use 3.5) that minimises disc contamination. The relation for intermediate redshift (0.4<z<1.0) ellipticals is from our Correlations between the absolute magnitude M bulge , effective radius R e,bulge and average effective surface brightness <SB> e,bulge of the bulges in our sample compared to their distribution for the most luminous galaxies in the local Universe. Lower panel: Correlations between the absolute magnitude M disc , scale length R disc and central surface brightness SB o,disc of host-discs in our sample compared to their distribution for the most luminous galaxies in the local Universe.
earlier works (Sachdeva et al. 2015; Sachdeva, Saha & Singh 2017 ) where we applied identical criteria for their selection.
For local ellipticals, the Kormendy relation is given by the equation < SB >e,B= (4.72 ± 0.02) × Re,B + (18.20 ± 0.02),
where, <SB>e,B is the intrinsic average surface brightness inside the effective radius Re,B in rest-frame B-band. In comparison, we find that high redshift (z∼2) spheroids are well fit by this relation, < SB >e,B= (4.72 ± 0.09) × Re,B + (15.86 ± 0.09), The Asymmetry index of the galaxies is plotted against their bulge to total light ratio, for 2 component systems. Middle panel: The Petrosian radius (non parametric measurement of the full radius) of the galaxies is plotted against their disc scale length, where, the disc can either be pure disc or part of the 2-component system (i.e., host disc). Right panel: The Petrosian radius of the galaxies is plotted against their bulge effective radius, where, the bulge can either be pure spheroid or part of a 2-component system.
where, the slope has the same value as for the local ellipticals but the intercept moves to a ∼2.3 mag brighter value. The two relations, marked in Fig. 8 , suggests that same size galaxies were 5-6 times brighter at z∼2 than they are at z∼0. However these two might not be representative of the same population at different redshift ranges, i.e., high redshift galaxies might have witnessed significant size increase or surface brightness decrease or both with time. Also, high redshift spheroids may not have necessarily evolved into local elliptical galaxies. For intermediate redshifts, a different slope value (2.92±0.08) has been observed (La Barbera et al. 2003; Longhetti et al. 2007; Sachdeva et al. 2015) . This relation is also marked in the right panel of Fig. 8 . It is interesting to note that the high redshift (z>1.5) ellipticals, unlike the intermediate redshift ones, follow the same slope as their local counterparts.
Stellar properties and the main-sequence
In Fig. 9 , we present the distribution of our full sample on the main-sequence, i.e., SFR-stellar mass plane. Obtaining a fit for our full sample we find that the relation, for z∼2, has a similar slope as that observed for star-forming galaxies in the GOODS field for z∼1 by Elbaz et al. (2007) . We have marked the relations observed for star-forming galaxies at z∼0 and z∼1 (Brinchmann et al. 2004; Elbaz et al. 2007 ) along with the relation observed for our sample. These relations are given by log(SF R/M yr −1 ) z∼0 = 0.77 × log(M * /M ) − 7.53, (10) log(SF R/M yr −1 ) z∼1 = 0.9 × log(M * /M ) − 8.14,
where, although slope for z∼2 is similar to that observed for z∼1, intercept shifts towards higher SFR values. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the shift is in similar proportion to that observed from z∼0 to z∼1. The outliers, towards the quiescent side of the relation, are all in the lower redshift range (z<2.0) and with higher global Sérsic indices (ng>0.8) obtained from single Sérsic fitting using Galfit. The value ng=0.8 equally divides the full galaxy sample into two parts, i.e., those with lower (ng<0.8) and higher (ng>0.8) global Sérsic indices. Note that stellar mass and SFR are global measurements, i.e., refer to that of the full galaxy. Measurement of stellar mass and SFR separately for the bulge and disc component would have provided significant insight regarding the build up of stellar mass and quenching (or starburst) associated with the same. Although it is not measurable for the present sample due to resolution and wavelength constraints, future telescopes and dedicated spectroscopic surveys are awaited for the same.
In Fig. 9 , we present the placement of pure discs, pure spheroids and 2-component systems on the main-sequence. Both pure discs as well as pure spheroids favour the higher star formation side of the relation. We add a note of caution here that it is possible that their higher stellar activity might have prevented the detection of the other component, making it fainter in comparison to the bright nuclei. All quiescent outliers are 2-component systems and mostly belong to the lower redshift range. Earlier we found that the population of 2-component systems increases from ∼45% (for z>2.0) to ∼70% (for z<2.0), at the expense of pure spheroids and pure discs. This indicates that processes involved in the transformation of single component systems to 2-component systems are also responsible for the quenching of their star formation activity.
Evidence for this phenomenon is derived from the statistics of their stellar properties as well. In Fig. 10 , median and median absolute deviation (MAD) values of stellar mass, star formation rate (SFR) and specific star formation rate (sSFR) are marked for the three morphological types in the two redshift ranges. While the stellar mass of 2-component systems doubles over the two redshift ranges, their SFR falls by the same factor. Contrary to that, surviving pure spheroids and pure discs register an increase in their star formation rate.
Note that since pure spheroids and pure discs form a small fraction of the population, especially at the lower redshift range (∼10% and ∼20% respectively), the overall trend of the full sample resembles that of 2-component systems. Interestingly, evolutionary properties of surviving spheroids are quite dissimilar from that of surviving discs. Crucially, surviving spheroids retain same stellar mass and effective size as their predecessors, whereas, surviving pure discs, in addition to expanding their size by a factor of ∼2.5, increase their stellar mass by a factor of ∼5 as we reach z∼1.5 (Fig. 10) . Their markedly dissimilar behaviour gives support to the argument that spheroids/ellipticals formed prior to z∼2 and discs have formed around this epoch.
DISCUSSION
In this work, we have studied the combined evolution of morphologies and stellar properties of galaxies, around z∼2, by comparing the properties and their correlations at z<2 (1.5<z<2.0) and z>2 (2.0<z<4.0). We summarize our major findings below:
• The fraction of 2-component (bulge+disc) systems increases from ∼46% (at z>2) to ∼70% (at z<2), at the expense of one component (pure spheroids and pure discs) systems. While for z>2, 2-component systems dominate more towards the massive end (i.e., > 10 10.5 M ), for z<2 they dominate at all masses, but more so towards the lower mass end (i.e., < 10 10 M ).
• Even while comparing with the most luminous bulge+disc systems at z∼0, we find that both bulge and host-disc objects in our full sample (1.5<z<4.0) have undergone significant decrease in luminosity (∼3-4 mag) and brightness (∼3-4 mag/arcsec 2 ), along with near doubling of their sizes, from z∼2 to the present epoch.
• Pure spheroids at z∼2 follow a Kormendy relation with the same slope as that observed for ellipticals at z∼0. But there is a shift in the intercept which signifies that same size galaxies were ∼5-6 mag brighter at z∼2 than they are at the present epoch.
• As we move from z>2 to z<2, pure-discs register a large increase their size (∼2.5 times) and stellar mass (∼5 times). (2011) is also marked. Distribution of this sample is presented (magenta dots) in the left panel. The relation followed by pure spheroids in our sample (solid red line) is marked in both the plots. The relation has the same slope as that observed for the local, while the intercept has shifted. In the right panel, we also mark the Kormendy relation for elliptical galaxies at intermediate redshifts (dashed green line) as found in our earlier works (Sachdeva et al. 2015; Sachdeva, Saha & Singh 2017) . This is in stark contrast to pure spheroids which maintain similar sizes and stellar mass as their predecessors. Additionally, while host-disc galaxies witness an expansion in scale length (∼1.3 times), their bulge sizes and bulge-to-total light ratios see no evolution. Overall it appears that z∼2 is more of a disc formation period, while bulges/spheroids mostly formed prior to this epoch.
• The main-sequence relation for our sample (z∼2) has the same slope as that observed for star-forming galaxies at z∼1, with a marked shift (factor of ∼5) towards higher SFRs. In our sample, quiescent outliers are all 2-component systems, lying towards the lower redshift range (i.e., z<2), suggesting that the mechanisms involved in transformation of galaxies are also responsible for the quenching of their star formation activity.
Quantitative morphological decomposition provides evidence for the transformation of one component systems (pure spheroids and pure discs) to 2-component (bulge + disc) systems, around z∼2. This is in agreement with Bruce et al. (2012) and Bruce et al. (2014) who also marked z∼2 as the key transition epoch for the formation of 2-component systems. They argued that pure discs do not directly transform into spheroids, rather spheroids are rare all the way till z∼1. This is in agreement with our findings at the lower redshift range (z<2), where the fraction of pure spheroids is significantly less.
However, for the higher redshift range (z>2), we do report for the presence (∼20%) of pure spheroids, which is more in agreement with Huertas-Company et al. (2015) who report that pure spheroids form ∼30% of their sample for z>2. According to our analysis, pure spheroids are not dense (contrary to the rare red nuggets), with quite low Sérsic indices (∼0.6) compared to local ellipticals and hence are prone to be classified as pure discs. Their nature gets revealed through their light profile which is not disc like and on the Kormendy plane where they exhibit a tight relation with the same slope as that observed for local ellipticals.
We find that the transformation to 2-component systems is prevalent more for the population of pure spheroids (whose fraction drops to half) than for pure discs (whose fraction falls by 1/3rd). In addition to this, other evidence also indicates z∼2 to be more of a disc formation epoch. In agreement with Margalef-Bentabol et al. (2016) , we report that while host discs witness a significant expansion in their size, their bulges maintain roughly the same size. We also find that the B/T distribution of 2-component systems overlaps for the two redshift ranges (z<2, z>2). Evidence for the discriminative growth of discs, over that of spheroids, emerges directly from the evolution of pure discs and pure spheroids. While pure discs register a marked increase in their size (∼2.5 times) and mass (∼5 times), pure spheroids register no evolution in mass or size.
In agreement with earlier works (Lang et al. 2014; Bruce et al. 2014; Huertas-Company et al. 2015) , we report that transformation of morphologies appears to be linked to the quenching of star formation activity. We find that while SFR increases for the surviving population of pure spheroids and pure discs, it drops down for 2-component systems. All the quiescent outliers to the main-sequence are 2-component systems, lying in the lower redshift range. If formation of the disc is expected to increase stellar activity, quiescent populations might solely be comprising of those 2-component systems which either existed prior to z∼2 or formed out of pure discs witnessing bulge formation.
Thus, according to our findings, there are two channels for morphological transformations, i.e., the formation of 2-component systems, around z∼2. The first channel is through the formation of bulges inside pure discs, which also leads to the quenching of stellar activity in these systems (Bruce et . This is mostly understood to be the result of the migration of massive clumps, Figure 9 . Main-Sequence: Distribution of our sample of galaxies on the main-sequence, i.e., SFR-mass plane, is presented. While in the upper left panel galaxies are divided according to their redshifts, in the upper right panel they are divided according to their global Sérsic index as obtained from Galfit single Sérsic fitting. The solid black line in all plots is the fit to our full sample, indicating the main-sequence relation around z∼2. Main-sequence relations observed for star-forming galaxies at other redshifts, i.e., z∼1 (solid magenta line, Elbaz et al. (2007) ) and z∼0 (solid green line, Brinchmann et al. (2004) ) are also marked in upper left panel plot. The three plots in the lower panel describe the placement of pure discs, pure spheroids and 2-component systems on the main-sequence for the two redshift ranges. Figure 10 . Median values: Median values of total stellar mass, star formation rate (SFR) and specific star formation rate (sSFR) for different morphologies (i.e., pure discs, pure spheroids and 2-component systems), for the two redshift ranges, are marked. The error bars in each range refer to the median absolute deviation (MAD) values of that sample. formed in gas rich high redshift discs, to the centre of the discs (Bournaud et al. 2011; Hopkins et al. 2012) .
The other channel, and according to our results a crucial one, is through the formation of discs around pre-existing pure spheroids. This newly accreted matter (disc) from the halo might have been the residual from a merger or ejected material from stellar/AGN feedback. Addressing the problem that discs are ubiquitous even after large number of mergers, modellers and simulators constantly try to improvise gas physics and feedback mechanisms to prevent all baryonic matter from losing angular momentum and forming a spheroid (Hopkins et al. 2009; Governato et al. 2010; Scannapieco et al. 2012) . Additionally, simulators now agree that regulation of supply to the ISM, mainly through feedback, is critically involved in galaxy formation processes (Schaye et al. 2010; Dutton, van den Bosch & Dekel 2010; Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Crain et al. 2015) . With improved algorithms for feedback prescriptions in simulations and observations of gradients of star formation in galaxies, this picture should emerge with greater clarity.
